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seems also to be no doubt that the Asiatic sinew-backed bow
is the most efficient type of bow. TMs type of bow* and
the Mongolian release, which is believed to have been known
in China as early as 100 b.c., have a focus in Eastern, or
East Central Asia. Outside their area the less effective types
of bow and the less effective releases are ranged in what may
be fairly described, even allowing for our incomplete know-
ledge of the bow in Africa, as a series of concentric rings.
The evidence from distribution, then, far from suggesting
a multiple origin for the bow, indicates Chinese Turkestan,
or some region in that part of the world, as the area in which
the bow was invented and developed, and from which a
succession of improvements was gradually diffused to the
rest of the world.
But while the strongest argument for the diffusion of the
bow from one centre is the distribution of its types and
methods of use, there are a number of other arguments to
reinforce it, besides the general considerations which we
have already discussed. There is first the fact, which I
have mentioned before, that the Australian aborigines have
not got the bow, although they have suitable materials
for making it, and although it would be most useful to
them for hunting kangaroos and emus. If the bow occurred
naturally to the pygmies, there is no conceivable reason
why it should not have occurred naturally to the Australian
blacks.
Then there is the fact that many tribes which are known
once to have had the bow have either lost it altogether, or
retained it only as a ritual object or a toy. And this although
their mode of life has long remained unchanged.
Rivers (in Westermarck's Festknft, pp. 109 ff.) gives many
examples from Oceania. He tells us that in many parts of
Polynesia and Melanesia, in which the bow was formerly
used in war, it is now used only for shooting birds or fish,
or as a toy, or has disappeared altogether. In parts of New

